Pictures of the ford fusion

With sedan sales plummeting and SUV purchases skyrocketing, Ford looks to synthesize those
two vehicle segments by slapping its popular Fusion nameplate on an all-new crossover-like
station wagon. Although there aren't a lot of details about Ford's forthcoming model, it's
expected to target the Subaru Outback and Buick Regal TourX. That means the Fusion Active
should have all-wheel drive, plastic body cladding, and a raised ride height. There are also
rumors that a hybrid and plug-in-hybrid powertrain will be offered. We won't have the full picture
until Ford decides to spill the beans, but here's what we know so far about the Fusion Active.
As the Ford Fusion sedan approaches the end of its life, the company is expected to replace the
recognizable nameplate with lifted station wagon. While we expect it to be called the Fusion
Active, we won't know until Ford releases more details apart from the report and spy photos
we've seen up until now. We can only guess the starting price of the Fusion Active. Although we
don't have any idea what trim levels will fill out the lineup, we think it'll align with other Ford
models. Without any official details about the engine and transmission options that will be
available on the Fusion Active, we can only speculate on the possibilities. One thing we can
almost guarantee is that all-wheel drive will be offered. There have also been rumors that Ford
will offer a hybrid and plug-in-hybrid powertrain on the wagon. Those two electrified setups
could be the same or similar to the ones that power the compact Escape crossover. That means
a 2. The Fusion Active could also inherit the Escape's gas-only hp turbocharged 2. We won't
know anything about the wagon's performance or how it drives until we can get behind the
wheel. Since we don't have any information on which powertrains will be available on the
Fusion Active, we have nothing to report on its fuel-economy ratings. We'll update this section
once its EPA estimates are released, and we'll eventually put those figures to the test on our
real-world highway route. The Fusion Active's interior design, passenger space, and cargo
volume are a total mystery. Those models suggest a fully digital gauge cluster, a vertically
oriented center screen, and versatile interior cubby storage. We also expect the Fusion Active
to provide a comfortable back seat and generous cargo space to compete with the Outback and
Regal TourX. The latest version of Ford's Sync infotainment system should be included on the
upcoming Fusion Active. Likewise, built-in navigation and a Wi-Fi hotspot will likely be on the
roster of options. Ford usually offers an upgraded audio system, too. While Ford hasn't said
what driver-assistance technology will be offered on the station wagon, we expect features such
as automated emergency braking, blind-spot monitoring, and lane-keeping assist to be
included. Ford provides a competitive warranty that aligns with most other automakers.
However, it doesn't provide any complimentary maintenance. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. By Eric Stafford. More on the Ford Fusion Wagon. The Car and Driver
Difference. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Many people are aware of the fact that
Ford has exited the sedan segment, at least in the US market. However, there is a catch and that
catch is called the Ford Fusion. However for now Ford looks all set to launch the Ford Fusion
later this year. Optional All-Wheel Drive for added capability. Impressive Handling. Safety at its
best. Healthy list of standard features. Lethargic Acceleration from base engine. Subpar interior
materials. No more Sport trim. No major changes expected. Introduced in model year this classy
sedan despite its age and impending demise, is an appealing ride that catches the eye of many
people who are looking for a car in the budget segment. The Fusion managed to stand out with
plenty of safety and technology features on offer. There are four available engine options, two
that are hybrids and, one of which can be configured with an all-wheel drive. There are few
modifications to the line up, save for a few minor trim-dependent aesthetic tweaks. There are
also six trim levels that span from basic to near-luxury. The Ford Fusion will offer remarkable
versatility in a fiercely contested segment now. In competition to the current Fusion, other
manufacturers like Honda have the Accord and the Civic. Toyota is also known for its budget
segment and give a fierce competition to its Camry, which is immensely popular with family
buyers across the USA. In the following article, we are going to stack up the and most probably
last, Ford Fusion sedan against the competition of its segment. The Ford Fusion is expected to
come with the same trim line-up but Ford can certainly, add or subtract some features from the
trims. You also get an option of choosing between front-wheel and all wheel drive configuration
as well. However, the all-wheel-drive option is only available with the SE and the Titanium trim.
With all trims, you get a 6-speed automatic transmission. We expect no price increase as there
might be no to minimal changes with the line-up. Ford also offers a performance model called
the V6 Sport for us car enthusiasts which develops hp and is nothing less than exhilarating to
drive. The following is a detailed list of the expected prices of all the trims that will be up for
sale:. The car was expected to release in early in the months of February-March, but we may see
a delay in production due to the ongoing COVID pandemic. Hence you should expect the car
around June or July of However the low-selling, horsepowered Ford Fusion Sport might not live
to see the daylight of A recent report also confirmed the Fusion's death is, in fact, quite

impending, and hence model year will be the Fusion's last. The Ford Fusion will get the same
engine options as the model. The reason for this is probably the fact that Ford does not want to
invest in the sedan segment due to the SUV demand plunder. Powertrain offerings with the
current Fusion start with a hp 2. This engine is just about adequate for the city use but runs out
of breath if you try to go hard and fast. Another engine on offer will be the 1. Due to the turbo,
the acceleration is much improved and this car take on the highway rides a lot better than the 2.
The Titanium trim comes with a sporty 2. The model will come with Front-wheel drive as
standard, while all-wheel drive will be available with the top of the line 2. However, even the top
trim is mated to a 6-speed automatic transmission which is quick shifting but could have
certainly done with more gears. The current Fusion is also available in a Hybrid setup which
uses a 2. It develops a combined power of hp and comes with a 1. The top trim Titanium gets a
bigger batter pack which offers a 26 mile pure electric range. The Sport model which boasted of
a hp twin-turbo 2. Considering this vehicle size, it will most probably use extracts of the Ford
Escape's powertrains, that are the following possibilities:. As can be seen from the spec sheet,
the current Honda Accord Sedan puts out the most power and torque off the chart and hence
justifies its price tag. The Ford Fusion on the other hand pumps out the least amount of power
and torque and it feels a bit lethargic over the highways. The Nissan Altima on the other hand is
the most refined of the lot and manages to give a the Fusion a run for its money. However, we
do believe that an 8-speed shiftable automatic transmission with the Fusion would have
probably kicked its numbers up even more! The numbers of the current Ford Fusion have not
been out officially out yet, but our tests suggest that the Ford Fusion is the second slowest car
in terms of mph acceleration. As the Ford Fusion will be offered with the same powertrains, we
do not expect any changes in terms of the mph performance. The slowest car in this
comparison is the Chevy Malibu as it gets the least powerful motor of the lot. However it is also
the car which costs the least in this comparison. On the other hand, The Honda Accord is the
fastest car due to its better power output and transmission. Nissan has also done a good job at
securing the second place which is due to its lighter weight and the engine power. Hence, the
stopping power of the Fusion will be moderate or average to say the least. The car takes some
time to halt as it is heavy. But even with the added mass, it manages to stop in a shorter
distance than most of its competitors. The Ford Fusion manages to reduce its braking distance
due to its bigger brake rotors. However, its weight offsets the brake rotor advantage of the car.
Honda Accord comes with the slowest reacting brakes which takes feet to come to a standstill.
The Altima and Malibu manage to sneak up right in between these two cars. Ford cars are
known for their comfort and confident handling. Hence things are no different with the Ford
Fusion and the model shall ship with the same suspension and steering setup. This is no bad
thing as the Fusion remains one of the comfortable car in its segment. Ford has managed to
tune its suspension quite well for taking on broken roads and the passengers will appreciate its
comfortable ride within the city limits. Over on the highway it remains pliant and high speed
stability of the car is at par with the segment. In terms of handling, the steering offers sharp and
quick response. It is quite predictable and responds well to the driver inputs. On sharp corners,
the car offers minimal body roll and feels confident as well. Hence, the Fusion is one of the very
well sorted in terms of drivings dynamics. Expect the Fusion to return the same fuel efficiency
numbers as there are no changes to be made in the powertrain. From a diesel drinking
twin-turbo V-6 to a penny-pinching plug-in hybrid with a double-digit electric vehicle ranges, the
Fusion's powertrains has covered a lot of roads in the past. The dependence on turbocharged
gasoline engines in most versions could mean that drivers would have a tough time replicating
EPA fuel-economy numbers on the tarmac. Our test vehicle with the base engien delivered a
mpg result over a mile highway fuel-economy test, and the plug-in Energi managed a notable 39
mpg. The massive fuel tank of However, as its the budget segment, fuel economy makes a
whole lot of difference which makes the Ford did a disappointing. Due to the Ford Fusion being
a carry over model, we do no expect any major changes on the inside. The interior is well laid
out and the ergonomics are well sorted. All switches and knobs feel built to last and remain
plain, simple and functional. It is a comfortable place to be in with seats providing adequate
support all-around. However something like the rotary gear shifter takes a bit of time getting
used to for newbies. The material quality is not up to mark on the base trim but as we go up, it
improves. That said, the cabin has surely improved from the last iteration with chrome laden
gauges and tactile switches for better feedback. Ford should have put in a little more effort for
the base trim as it feels out of place. Soft-touch materials and leather trims upgrade the dull
interior in the upper trims. The front seats are the most comfortable ones on the inside. They
are supportive and well-bolstered to hold you firmly with comfort. There is ample headroom and
legroom in the front. Also, the tall and wide doors make entry and exit easy and comfortable.
Overall visibility remains good with the wide front windshield and narrow A-pillars. The driver's

seat is placed a bit on the higher side which also helps in outward visibility. The only left down
are the rear seats which feel cramped for a car this size. The sloping roofline gives it a shorter
headroom which taller occupants might find uneasy. The seats come with fabric upholstry in
light stone color for making cabin feel airy. You also get more customization options as you go
up the trim ladder. The gas-powered Fusion holds as much, if not even more cargo as most
competitors. However, the plug-in hybrid and hybrid models suffer the most due to their battery
packs, which is strapped tight into place in the trunk of the car. This trim also adds leather,
adaptive cruise control, a speaker Sony sound system, ambient lighting, heated and cooled
front seats, and steering wheel, and, last but not least, a sunroof. The Ford Fusion Sedan offers
decent amount of head, leg, and shoulder room. Hence, it can comfortably accommodate four
adults for a long drive. In comparison the Honda Accord offer premium looking cabin while the
Nissan Altima feels the most spacious. The model will offer the same infotainment system as
the Ford Fusion. It has the more basic version of the SYNC interface with voice-activation and a
4. However, as you move up the trim, it offers one of the best and use friendly infotainment
system which is sure to keep many customers happy. Hence we suggest you to opt for the
optional SYNC 3 infotainment system with a larger screen. Other than this, we have the
standard. The cargo space offered by the current Ford Fusion is impressive with 16 cubic feet of
space to play around. The Fusion Energi could hold a measly two or maybe three if adjusted
small carry-on bags in its trunk while the standard Fusion held about five to six. The trunk
capacity is also at par, and the non-hybrid versions that can fit in bags. Honda Accord is the
only contender that manages to surpass the Ford with a marginal upgrade of The Altima and
Malibu have similar volume which puts them at the bottom of the chain. Hence, the Ford Fusion
is a great car for the long distance journeys in this comparison. The Ford Fusion will offer the
same looks as well as physical dimensions and it will be hard for you to set the and models
apart. The design of the Ford Fusion has aged quite well and even after 7 years it still looks
attractive. The Fusion looks long and sleek and Ford has worked well on its design over the
years. With the slopping roof and Aston Martin-esque grille the Fusion looks imposing from the
front. The base S trim, looks pretty plain and the upper trims offer a better look. The bodywork
on the Ford Fusion Sedan is a perfect example of 'striking exterior design' in a tsunami of
dreary budget family haulers. Out of all its competitors, the Ford Fusion Sedan has the most
curb weight, which makes this car score high on ride quality. It also has a sedan-suited length
that will give you a premium experience. The width, height, and wheelbase are on par with its
competitors and best suited for this price bracket. The Ford Fusion boasts solid past scores
and a suite of standard active safety features make it a standout. Even though we don't have
any data about the fusion, we can still safely assume that the and models won't differ much
when it comes to safety ratings. The Fusion performed well in both independent and federal and
crash tests, managing a superb five stars overall rating from the NHTSA and "Good" scores all
around from the IIHS except a measly "Poor" headlight rating, just keeping it from bagging a
Top Safety Pick award. Last year, the Fusion got automatic high-beam headlights, automatic
emergency braking with pedestrian detection, and blind-spot monitors. Adaptive cruise control
is offered on some trims when added on with satellite navigation. The Accord is arguably the
most practical car in its segment. Along with more cargo space, a spacious interior it also offers
a punchy engine and good handling. It scores higher than the Ford in almost all aspects. The
Accord also feels more premium on the inside and with offering good mileage it makes sure that
the your ownership cost is light on your pocket. The Ford Fusion offers a better infotainment as
well as safety features but Accord still takes the cake in overall features. If you want a car full of
feature than the Nissan Altima is the car for you. It offers excellent cabin space and also offers a
punchy engine at a good price. However, the vehicle has poor outward visibility as well due to
thick A-pillars. Hence, the Ford Fusion is a better car to drive. Malibu is the cheapest of the lot
and it even shows in its engine performance and cabin quality. It offers lackluster acceleration
and a dated engine. We suggest you to upgrade to its higher trim for better performance. The
Ford Fusion is a better performer both in terms of performance and features. Hence, the Fusion
is a better car in every way expect for the price. The Ford Fusion still remains quite an attractive
car to buy and offers a balanced package in every way. Expected to be launched early next year,
it is expected to bring a back all its features with many newer ones in the stack. It still looks
striking and offers exceptional ride and handling package. Yes, you can have some amount of
fun with the car but we highly recommend going for the more sporty trims and they can match
the capabilities of its chassis. Hello, my name is and i am interested in your listing. I am based
in and request you to get back to me on this regarding the same. You can share the details with
me at or by phone at. I also affirmatively authorize receiving automated texts and calls. Based
on my will and choice though, I can opt-out of the entire procedure at any given time. I also
hereby agree to abide by the Privacy Policy and Terms Of Use which notifies the data collected

from me, its use and share for a service that closely suits my vehicle-shopping interests. My
willingness here is not a factor of any purchase at all. Standard messages and data rates may
apply. What's New? Pictures exterior. Trims and Configurations. S power hp rpm. SE power hp
rpm. SEL power hp rpm. Titanium power hp rpm. Colors and Styles. Ratings Fuel Economy. Car
Rating 0. You can share the details with me at or by phone at Edit Thank you! It's a soft-roader
of sorts, designed to challenge high-riding wagons like the Subaru Outback and previous Buick
Regal TourX, though the Ford's roof is more sloped than what you'll find on those alternatives.
Though it's yet to be confirmed, the soft-roader is thought to be a direct replacement for the
Ford Fusion sedan which bowed out after There are rumors Ford plans to keep the Fusion
name, or a variation of it, so don't be surprised if the soft-roader ends up labeled something like
Fusion Active. Ford had planned on importing the Focus Active from China, but the recent trade
war put an end to that happening. For previous test mules, the engineers used a stretched body
borrowed from the Focus Wagon sold overseas to cover the underpinnings. Those
underpinnings are thought to be an updated version of Ford's CD4 platform for mid-size cars,
the current version of which underpins the Fusion. This means there's the potential for frontand all-wheel drive, as well as plug-in hybrid powertrains. An alternative could be a stretched
version of the compact C2 platform that debuted a couple of years back in the Focus sold
overseas. It may explain why the engineers used a stretched Focus Wagon body for the test
mule instead of the body of the larger, Fusion-based Mondeo Wagon also sold overseas. There
aren't any shots of the interior but there are rumors a large display spanning the width of the
dash could be offered in some markets, including potentially here in the United States. We also
don't know what's happening in the powertrain department, but an offering of turbocharged 4and 6-cylinder engines is likely. As mentioned above, a plug-in hybrid is also a possibility. Note,
while the Fusion sedan is leaving our market, it remains on sale elsewhere. An update was just
introduced that saw the sedan receive a Sign up to get the latest performance and luxury
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20, 4, Views. And substantially, this secure midsize sedan, a little restyled to get , markings the
first appearance involving Ford Co-Pilot Shield, a typical package of superior car owner-help
systems that also includes automated crisis braking with walking defense , your blind-spot
details program, lane-retaining process, rearview camera along with auto higher-ray lighting
effects. The new Ford Fusion will soon reach the US Europe market, betting strongly on
improvements in its mechanical and aesthetic to win the preference of the most demanding
consumers. The premium sedan also won new stand-alone car items, gearing up for the world
trend. Are you curious? Get to know the new Ford Fusion in the article below! The classy sedan
is finally hanging them up. The Ford Fusion has tremendous versatility in a hotly contested
segment. There are four available engine options, one of which can be had with all-wheel drive,
and two that are hybrids. There are also six trim levels that range from basic to near-luxury.
There are few changes to the lineup, save for a few minor trim-dependent aesthetic tweaks. The
convenient FordPass Connectâ€”which can be used to remote start, check vehicle status, and
lock or unlock the doorsâ€”is now standard on all models. From cloth seats to quilted leather,
from a small audio screen to an 8. The gas-powered Fusion holds as much cargo as most
competitors, but the hybrid and plug-in hybrid models suffer mightily for their battery packs,
which reside in the trunk. The Fusion Energi we tested held a measly two carry-on bags in its
trunk while the standard Fusion held six. Standard with all Ford Fusions , the following
innovative package of innovative protection systems involves automated unexpected
emergency braking with walking safety , blind-spot information, and facts with go
across-targeted traffic inform , lane-retaining process, a rearview camera, rainwater-sensing
wipers in addition to auto higher-ray lighting effects. An even more innovative model known as
Ford Co-Pilot Support is accessible; it functions adaptive cruise trip management along with
end-and-go seeing that effectively since voice-activated the navigation along with Sirius XM
Targeted traffic. Any 9. Despite having infrequent style adjustments over time, a Ford Fusion ,
especially when seen through the top, nonetheless bears a new resemblance to your midsize

sedan, which Aston Martin in no way created. Intended for , a Fusion S, SE, and also SEL styles
use a whole new grille using a 5-club design, even though the one particular about the Titanium
model features a new kind of fine stainless mesh. As just before, a Fusion Sport together with
darker tires and black colored beautiful mesh grille appears menacingly fantastic. The reliance
on turbocharged gasoline engines in most versions could mean that drivers have a hard time
replicating EPA fuel-economy numbers in the real world. Our Sport test vehicle delivered a mpg
result over our mile highway fuel-economy test and the plug-in Energi managed 39 mpg. And of
course, all-wheel drive will be available. In this class, both the Toyota Camry and the Chevrolet
Malibu offer that benefit. Powertrain offerings in the Fusion start with a lackluster hp 2. A hp
turbocharged 1. The 2. The Sport model has a hp twin-turbo 2. The Fusion is also available as a
hybrid. That model has a 2. There is also a plug-in hybrid, with the same powertrain as the
hybrid teamed up with a larger battery pack. In most guises, the Fusion pairs a comfortable ride
with agile handling for an engaging driving experience. Gas-powered Fusions have responsive,
nimble steering, but again, the Energi falls short, delivering scant feedback and an artificial,
overboosted feel. The SEL model represents a well-equipped and affordable option in the
Fusion lineup. With a turbocharged 1. Fusion is powered by an efficient 1. As the first car to
debut standard Co-Pilot, Fusion now has pre-collision assist with automatic emergency braking,
blind-spot information with cross-traffic alert, lane-keeping system, rear-view camera and auto
high-beam headlamps. The Fusion Hybrid gains updated energy storage systems for faster
charging and increased distance from its 2. It comes standard with a turbocharged 1. It also
gets power front seats, dual-zone automatic climate control, SYNC 3 with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto, rear parking sensors, alloy wheels, individual tire-pressure monitoring and a
keypad. The SE can be optioned with the aforementioned turbocharged 2. Moving up to the SEL
trim, the only powertrain choices are the 1. It does add heated front seats with memory, an
speaker sound system, satellite radio, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and remote start. The
Titanium trim comes standard with all-wheel drive and the 2. The plug-in has the same power as
the regular hybrid and the same combined fuel economy, but it can also drive up to 26 miles
solely on electricity. The Titanium trim also adds leather, heated and cooled front seats, a
speaker Sony sound system, ambient lighting, adaptive cruise control, a heated steering wheel
and a sunroof. Although aging, the Fusion still has some appeal. In our experience, the Fusion
blends responsive handling and good ride quality. We particularly like a number of the
powertrains that include two hybrid variants and a powerful optional turbocharged 2. Sadly the
horsepower turbocharged V6 model has been discontinued. All-wheel drive remains an option,
and it comes solely with the horsepower engine. Ford also packs in desirable safety and
convenience features including lane-keep assist, blind spot monitoring, automatic emergency
braking, rain-sensing wipers, automatic high-beam headlights and proximity locking and
starting as standard on even the bare-bones S trim. It also has cloth, manually-adjustable seats,
manual single-zone climate control and steel wheels with wheel cov
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ers. It also comes only with a naturally aspirated 2. It also returns a disappointing 24 mpg
combined. The Fusion performed well in its crash tests and its newly standard suite of
driver-assistance features provides an extra layer of protection. Key safety features include:. It
is really provided by half a dozen motors; 2 may be designed with all-wheel drive, 2 are usually
hybrids, and another can make hp. And then there are the 5 reduce ranges, within the cover
anything from uncovered bone fragments to close to high-class. And naturally, you will find the
section-determining visual appearance. There is no concentrated superiority we appreciate with
competitors, including the Honda Accord along with the Mazda 6. A lot of purchasers will likely
be content with the Renaissance auto. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Table of Contents:. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

